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Faced with the problem of sub-synchronous oscillation (SSO) caused by the
interaction between permanent magnetic synchronous generator (PMSG)-based
wind farms and weak AC grids, we construct a transient energy function model
that follows the structure of a PMSG. The transient energy composition of a PMSG
is analyzed, and the dissipation energy expression that can intuitively reflect the
development trend of SSO is derived, reflecting the damping level of a grid-
connected wind power system. Furthermore, in response to the problem of
mutual coupling between the control links of the PMSG during the SSO
process, which hinders oscillation characteristic assessment, a method based
on oscillation energy is proposed to analyze the oscillation characteristics.
Considering the dynamic changes in the output of the phase-locked loop
during sub-synchronous oscillation, the transient energy dominated by various
control links is derived, and the effects of the phase-locked loop, current inner
loop, and voltage outer loop on transient energy and oscillation characteristics are
analyzed. The simulation verifies the effectiveness of the analysis of the transient
energy model.
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1 Introduction

With the rapid development of new energy represented by wind power, permanent
magnet synchronous generators (PMSGs) have been widely used because of their high
efficiency and low failure rate. A PMSG employs the power electronic converter as the
interface for the power grid, which makes its power generation dynamic characteristics
disparate from a traditional synchronous generator. When the converter interacts with the
power grid, it can induce resonance or oscillation issues that potentially trigger unit tripping,
cause equipment damage, and compromise the safe and stable operation of the power grid
(Yuan et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2018; Xie et al., 2021). In Xinjiang’s Hami region of China, sub-
synchronous oscillation (SSO) frequently occurs since 2015 among wind turbine generator
clusters, manifesting at frequencies of 20–40 Hz. The sub-synchronous power flows into the
power grid with multiple voltage levels of 35, 110, 220, 500, and 750 kV. Furthermore, it even
excites torsional vibration of the turbine generators, resulting in tripping of a thermal power
unit steam turbine 300 km away and sudden power drops in HVDC transmission systems
(Chen et al., 2017a; Li et al., 2017).

Several techniques have been currently employed for analyzing SSO in wind power grid-
connected systems, including eigenvalue analysis, complex torque coefficient analysis,
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impedance analysis, and time-domain simulation, and henceforth,
certain results are obtained. Some references use the eigenvalue
analysis to study sub-synchronous oscillation, which investigates the
system’s dynamic response by solving the eigenvalue of a linearized
model for small disturbances (Wu et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2017b).
This method can yield insights into the oscillation mode, damping
characteristics, participation factor, and sensitivity. However, it can
only be used for dynamic characteristic analysis of isolated modes.
Some studies apply the complex torque coefficient analysis method
to determine the risk of SSO in the system under torsional vibration
frequency (Fan and Miao, 2012; Xie et al., 2016). This method
involves the scanning and numerical analysis of the equivalent
elastic coefficient and damping coefficient. However, it is only
suitable for analyzing single-input single-output systems and
cannot study complex systems with multiple variable interactions.
Some studies use the impedance analysis to establish positive- and
negative-sequence impedance models in the abc stationary
coordinate system and frequency-domain impedance models in
the dq synchronous rotating coordinate system (Dong et al.,
2015; Gao et al., 2015). This is a recently globally adopted
theoretical method to determine the stability of the system by
establishing the small-signal frequency-domain impedance model
for power electronic devices and using the (generalized) Nyquist
criterion, though it is difficult to analyze the coupling effect between
the control links. The time-domain simulation analysis method, as
applied in the work of Xie et al. (2016), involves solving the
differential equations governing the system’s dynamic
characteristics through numerical integration to obtain its time-
domain response curve. Although this method can capture the
system’s nonlinear behavior, it may not offer adequate
information for analyzing the mechanism characteristics of SSO.

SSO in power systems occurs when there is an energy exchange
between the oscillating units and the system at a frequency that is
lower than the synchronous frequency, which is manifested as power
oscillation. Recently, low-frequency oscillations and SSO based on
the transient energy method have been studied (Min and Chen,
2007; Chen et al., 2013a; Li et al., 2013a; Chen et al., 2013b). A
method for constructing the transient energy function of a power
system based on Kirchhoff’s current law was proposed by Min and
Chen (2007), where the transient energy function for an induction
motor model is derived. Some references propose the concept of
energy flow and quantitatively deduce the correlation between the
real part of eigenvalue and energy dissipation (Chen et al., 2013a;
Chen et al., 2013b). Furthermore, the transient energy is also applied
to the identification of oscillation source units (Yu et al., 2010; Li
et al., 2013a; Li et al., 2013b) and the classification of low-frequency
oscillation types (Mi et al., 2018). In the work of Chen et al. (2016),
the transient energy flowmethod has been expanded to analyze SSO,
and an expression for the transient energy during SSO is proposed.
The source of sub-synchronous forced oscillation in a single-
machine infinite bus system with a steam turbine generator unit
has been successfully identified using this method, thus
demonstrating its suitability for studying SSO. The above energy
methods are mostly traditional synchronous generators, with little
involvement in the direct drive wind turbines, and the impact of
different time scale control links of PMSGs are not discussed.

We have analyzed the SSO of a PMSG by employing the
transient energy flow method, and the contributions of different

time scale control links to the SSO process have been examined. On
the grounds of the relevant mathematical model, the transient
energy flow calculation formula applicable to a PMSG is derived
in Section 3. In Section 4, the transient energy properties of different
control links are analyzed. The simulations are given in Section 5,
whereas the conclusions and prospects of future studies are
presented in Section 6.

2 Model construction of the PMSG

2.1 PMSG model

The machine-side converter of a PMSG is decoupled from the
grid, and the time scale of wind speed change is far greater than the
time scale of converter control. The influence of the grid-side
converter (GSC) of a PMSG should be emphatically considered
while analyzing SSO in grid-connected wind power systems (Xie
et al., 2013; Xie et al., 2016). Figure 1 illustrates the configuration of
PMSG GSC connected to the grid. _E is the internal voltage of the
GSC, _Ut is the terminal voltage of the converter, and Lf is the filter
inductance of the converter. The coordinate space position and
phase relationship of the relevant phasors are shown in Figure 2. The
phase-locked dq coordinate system is a coordinate system rotating at
speed ωp. When the phase-locked loop is fully tracked, the phase-
locked dq coordinate system rotates at synchronous angular
frequency ω0.

The GSC of a PMSG includes a DC capacitor and an AC
inductor, which are two energy storage components to realize
energy exchange with the grid. To maintain the stability of the
state variable of the DC capacitor and AC inductor, DC voltage
control and AC current control are designed for the GSC (Wang
et al., 2022).

The GSC utilizes the phase-locked loop (PLL) to sense the phase
of point of interconnection voltage _Ut. This generates a reference
coordinate system for the GSC’s vector control. Figure 3 shows a
three-phase synchronous PLL control block diagram based on dq
synchronous coordinate transformation.

2.2 Multiple time scale characteristics of the
PMSG

Owing to the different energy storage capacities of the DC
capacitor and AC inductor, the bandwidths of control loops
designed according to their state variable are also different.
When disturbances occur in the power grid, both the DC
capacitor voltage and AC inductance current of the converter
change and drive each controller to act. Since the bandwidths of
both the DC voltage and AC current controllers differ, the speed and
sequence of their response to grid disturbances are also different;
i.e., the PMSG control system shows the characteristics of sequential
action.

Owing to the sequential action of the controller, the response
process of the PMSG to different time scale disturbances is different;
i.e., the PMSG exhibits multiple time scale dynamic response
characteristics to the power grid. According to the characteristics
of energy storage elements and the response speed of their
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corresponding controllers, Yuan et al. (2016) roughly divided the
multi-scale control dynamics of the grid-connected converter into
an AC current control scale (about 0.01s) and a DC voltage control
scale (about 0.1 s). Generally, the current inner loop control
bandwidth in the new energy systems is around 100 Hz, whereas
the control bandwidths for the DC voltage loop and terminal voltage
loop are designed to be approximately 1/10 of the current inner loop
bandwidth (about 10 Hz). Therefore, the dynamics of the PMSG can
be divided into different categories according to the time scale, as
shown in Figure 4.

3 Construction of the transient energy
function of the PMSG under sub-
synchronous frequency

3.1 Node current equation-based transient
energy modeling

The essence of oscillation is the accumulation and consumption
of disturbance energy between devices. The energy function
construction is based on the pure mathematical definition, but
the potential energy and dissipated energy contained in the
energy function have the same expression as the energy in the
real physical process. In the work of Moon et al. (1999), a method
has been introduced to derive the system’s transient energy function
from the nodal current equations. The transient energy of the system
can be obtained by integrating the branch circuit and node
information.

W� ∫Im YUB − IG + IL( )*( )TdUB( ), (1)

where Y denotes the admittance matrix of the system, UB is the
column vector of node voltages, and IG and IL are the column

vectors of injected current at the generator node and load node,
respectively. Im (*) indicates the imaginary component of a complex
number.

We expand Eq. (1) as

Wnet � ∫Im ∑n
i�1 ∑n

j�1Yij
* U*

j( )dUi[ ],

� −1
2
pni�1BiiU

2
i −∑n−1

i�1 ∑n

j�i+1BijUiUj cos θij( ) U, θ( )

U0, θ0( )
,

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Wgen � ∫Im ∑i∈iGI

p
GidUi( ) � 1

2
Miω

2
i − Pmiδi( ) x

x0

+
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ∫Diω2

i dt,

Wload � ∫Im ∑i∈iLI
p
LidUi( ) � QLi lnUi

U

U0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ + PLiθ
θ

θ0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,

(2)

FIGURE 1
Configuration of the PMSG’s GSC connected to the grid.

FIGURE 2
Spatial position and phase relationship of the coordinate system.
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whereWgen represents the transient energy of the generator,Wnet is
the transient energy of the system, andWload is the transient energy
of the load.

Equation (2) is consistent with the transient energy function
obtained by the first integral method in the power system structure-
preserving model (Min and Chen, 2007). Therefore, this method can
be employed to analyze the transient energy of the system, and it
only requires the information of voltage and current or the
information of active power, reactive power, and voltage. Thus,
the construction process of the energy function is simple.

In Eq. (2), Wgen is a general expression for the transient energy
of the generator port, which can be employed for both traditional
generators and direct-drive wind turbines. The generator’s transient
energy model has been introduced and used to derive the transient
energy function of a direct-drive wind turbine.We equate the output
current of the grid side of the generator’s PMSG to the generator
current and substitute it into the transient energy expression.
Instantaneous values are used for analysis since it is not
appropriate to use power frequency phasors in sub-synchronous
oscillation scenarios. The abc coordinate system values of different
physical quantities have been transformed into the dq-axis
coordinate system using coordinate transformation. The
transformation relationship is given as

xd

xq
[ ] � P θpll( ) xa

xb

xc

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦, (3)

where the instantaneous value of the voltage or current is
represented as xa/xb/xc, the d and q components of voltage or
current are represented as xd/xq,

P θpll( ) � 2
3

cos θpll cos θpll − 2
3
π( ) cos θpll + 2

3
π( )

−sin θpll −sin θpll − 2
3
π( ) −sin θpll + 2

3
π( )

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, and

θpll represents the output angle of the PLL.
The transient energy of the PMSG in the dq-axis coordinate

system is given as

WTE � ∫Im id − jiq( )d ed + jeq( )[ ]. (4)

According to Figure 2, the phase angle of the internal voltage _E
of the GSC of the PMSG is δ, and Eq. (4) can be further expanded as

WTE � ∫ idded − iqdeq( )+∫ ided + iqeq( )dδ,
� WTE1 +WTE2,

(5)

including

WTE1 � ∫ idded − iqdeq( ),
WTE2 � ∫ ided + iqeq( )dδ � ∫Poutdδ,

(6)

where WTE1 refers to the transient energy component that is
dependent on the internal potential and output current of the
PMSG. WTE2 corresponds to the transient energy component

FIGURE 4
Dynamic time scale division of inverter control.

FIGURE 3
Structure of the PLL.
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that is influenced by the PLL and the output active power (δ is
mainly composed of the PLL output phase angle θpll).

3.2 Relationship between sub-synchronous
transient energy and electric power of the
PMSG

By measuring the power, voltage, and current information of the
PMSG, the transient energy and its variation trend of the PMSG can
be calculated.

The transient energy of the electrical device obtained through
integration cannot be distinguished between potential and kinetic
energy. The transient energy of a component consists of two parts.
One is a conservative term that is independent of the path,
corresponding to the periodic variables, which reflects the
periodic change of the transient energy of the electrical device,
i.e., kinetic and potential energy over time. The other part is a non-
conservative term related to the path, corresponding to the non-
periodic variables, which reflects the transient energy consumed by
the electrical device, which corresponds to damping. This part of
energy is defined as the dissipated energy.

The integration-based approach for obtaining the transient
energy of an electrical device cannot differentiate between
potential energy and kinetic energy, which is not conducive to
analyzing the characteristics of the electrical device. Dissipated
energy corresponds to damping in a physical sense. When SSO
occurs, the change in dissipated energy determines the damping
level of SSO, which is the main basis for analyzing the SSO. In actual
calculations, each variable can be represented by its deviation from
the steady-state value.

Assuming that there is a symmetrical sub-synchronous
sinusoidal disturbance current in the three-phase current output
by the GSC of the PMSG, the phase current and voltage can be
described as

ia � i0a + isa � i0 sin ω0t + φi0( ) + is sin ωst + φis( )
ea � e0a + esa � e0 sin ω0t + φu0( ) + es sin ωst + φus( ){ , (7)

where ia and ea are the A phase current and voltage of the GSC after
disturbance, respectively. Furthermore, i0 and e0 are the current and
voltage amplitude of the GSC in steady state, respectively, ω0 is the
grid angular frequency in steady state, and φi0 and φu0 are the
current and voltage initial phase in steady state, respectively.
Furthermore, is and es are the disturbance current and voltage
amplitude of the GSC, respectively. ωs is the sub-synchronous
disturbance angular frequency, and φis and φus are the
disturbance current and voltage initial phase, respectively.

To obtain the PMSG’s transient energy, we first convert the
voltage and current values of the PMSG from the static abc
coordinate system to the rotating dq-axis coordinate system.
Considering the PLL response, the voltage and current converted
to the rotating dq-axis coordinate system are as follows:

id
iq

[ ] � P θpll( ) ia
ib
ic

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
� i0 cos φu0 − φi0( ) + is cos ω0 − ωs( )t + φus − φis[ ]

−i0 sin φu0 − φi0( ) − is sin ω0 − ωs( )t + φus − φis[ ][ ], (8)

ed
eq

[ ] � P θpll( ) ea
eb
ec

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ � e0 + es cos ω0 − ωs( )t + φu0 − φus[ ]
−es sin ω0 − ωs( )t + φu0 − φus[ ][ ].

(9)
The dissipated energy is the integral of the non-periodic

component in the transient energy expression. We calculate the
derivatives e,d/e

,
q of ed/eq using Eq. (9). Substituting the calculated e

,
d,

e,q, and Eq. (8) into the WTE1 of Eq. (6), and preserving the non-
periodic term in the integral, we obtain the expression for the
dissipated energy WDE1 in the WTE1 as

WDE1 � − ω0 − ωs( )esis cos φus − φis( )·t. (10)
Substituting Eqs (8), (9) into the WTE2 of Eq. (6), and retaining

the non-periodic term in the expression WTE2, we obtain the
expression for the dissipated energy WDE2 in the WTE2 as

WDE2 � ω0esis cos φus − φis( )·t. (11)
Therefore, the dissipated energy at the GSC of the PMSG is

given as

WDE � WDE1 +WDE2 � ωsesis cos φus − φis( )·t. (12)
Equation (12) illustrates the relationship between the transient

energy of the GSC of the PMSG and the actual electrical power in
the SSO, i.e., the dissipated energy rate in the SSO is proportional to the
sub-synchronous power of the PMSG, thus reflecting the damping
behavior of the PMSG. Its magnitude depends on the sub-synchronous
voltage and current amplitudes, whereas its sign depends on the phase
difference of the sub-synchronous voltage and current. When WDE>0,
the PMSG continuously generates the dissipated energy during SSO,
which exhibits negative damping characteristics for the oscillation. The
transient energy flowing from the PMSG into the power grid
continuously increases, thus inducing the instability of oscillation
divergence. When WDE<0, the PMSG absorbs the dissipated energy
in the process of SSO and shows positive damping characteristics for the
oscillation. The transient energy of the PMSG flowing from the PMSG
into the power grid gradually decreases, and the oscillation finally
converges.WhenWDE = 0, the PMSGneither generates nor absorbs the
dissipated energy, and the system oscillates with equal amplitude under
ideal conditions.

4 Analysis of transient energy
properties of the PMSG

During the process of sub-synchronous oscillation, the
interdependence of each control link of the GSC complicates the
analysis of oscillation characteristics. Here, the dynamic effects of the
phase-locked loop, current inner loop, andDCvoltage outer loop control
are considered, and the influence of different time scale control links on
transient energy and oscillation characteristics is studied.

4.1 Influence of the dynamic PLL process

According to Eq. (6), calculating the transient energy expression
of the PMSG requires obtaining the phase angle δ of the internal
voltage of the GSC. According to Figure 2,
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δ � θpll + θx, (13)
where θpll is the output phase angle of the PLL and θx is the phase
angle difference caused by the filtering inductance.

While SSO occurs, the PLL phase angle is not equal to the
steady-state voltage phase angle at the measuring point. This
induces a misalignment between the dq-axis coordinate system
in the control system and that of the power grid, and the
included angle is the variation of the phase-locked angle
Δθpll. The variation of the phase-locked angle Δθpll is
primarily affected by the control parameters of the PLL and
the q-axis component of the terminal voltage of the PMSG.
Based on the three-phase synchronous phase-locked control
structure (Yang et al., 2018), the variation of the phase-locked
angle Δθpll can be derived as

Δθpll � −∫ kpθ + kiθ
s

( )usqdt. (14)

The transformation relationship between the voltage or current
in the dq-axis coordinate system of the control system and the
voltage or current in the dq-axis coordinate system of the power
grid is

xds

xqs
[ ] � A

xd

xq
[ ], (15)

where A =
cos Δθpll( ) sin Δθpll( )
−sin Δθpll( ) cos Δθpll( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦, x represents voltage or

current, and ds and qs represent the coordinate axes of the

control system.

4.2 Influence of each control link of the GSC
on transient energy

Simultaneous Eqs 6, 13 can give

WTE2 � ∫Poutd θpll + θx( ).
Since θx is affected by SSO only slightly, it can approximately be

unchanging.

WTE2 � ∫Poutω0dt+∫PoutdΔθpll. (16)

WTE2 consists of two parts. The first part is the transient energy∫Poutω0dt, which is the steady-state output part of the transient
energy of the PMSG that is primarily affected by the operating
conditions and unrelated to wind turbine control. The second part of
the transient energy, ∫PoutdΔθpll, is affected by the variation of the
phase-locked angle.

To calculateWTE1, it is necessary to obtain the current id/iq and
internal voltage differential value ded/deq in the dq-axis coordinate
system of the power grid. Owing to the inability to directly obtain
ded/deq, the mathematical model and control structure of the GSC
of the PMSG have been used for analysis. Considering the influence
of the dynamic process of the PLL and using the coordinate
transformation relationship as shown in Eq. (15), the equivalent
control system of the GSC of the PMSG can be obtained (Figure 5).
The coordinate system used in the control system is the dq-axis,
denoted as dqs.

In the dqs-axis coordinate system of the control system, which is
obtained from the current inner loop control equation,

eds
eqs

[ ] � kpi + kii
s

( ) idref − ids
iqref − iqs

[ ] + ω0Lf
−iqs
ids

[ ] + uds

uqs
[ ], (17)

where the proportional and integral coefficients of the current inner
loop PI controller are given by kpi and kii, respectively, whereas idref
and iqref indicate the reference values of the d-axis and q-axis
currents, respectively.

Simultaneously, Eqs (15), (17) give the expression of the internal
voltage of the GSC as

FIGURE 5
Equivalent control system diagram of the GSC of the PMSG.
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ed
eq

[ ] � A−1 kpi + kii
s

( ) idref
iqref

[ ] − A· id
iq

[ ]( ) + ω0LfA· id
iq

[ ] + A· ud

uq
[ ]( ).

(18)

Since Δθpll is very small, A ≈ 1 Δθpll
−Δθpll 1[ ]; therefore,

ed
eq

[ ] � kpi + kii
s

( ) 1 −Δθpll
Δθpll 1[ ] idref

iqref
[ ] − kpi + kii

s
( ) id

iq
[ ]

+ ω0Lf
−1

1
[ ] id

iq
[ ] + ud

uq
[ ].

(19)
Then,

ded
deq

[ ] � kpi
didref − did
diqref − diq

[ ] + kii
idref − id
iqref − iq

[ ]dt + ω0Lf
−diq
did

[ ]
+ dud

duq
[ ] + d kpiΔθpll

−iqref
idref

[ ]( ) + kiiΔθpll
−iqref
idref

[ ]dt.
(20)

According to Eq. (20), the differential value of d/q-axis internal
voltage of the GSC is related to the differential value of d/q-axis
terminal voltage and current derived from the measurement
terminal, besides being affected by the filter reactance Lf, the
variation of the phase-locked angle Δθpll, and the reference value
of d/q-axis current.

In engineering, the control bandwidth of the current loop is
usually about twice that of the PLL and 10 times that of the voltage
outer loop control (Yuan et al., 2017). Therefore, while calculating
the differentiation of the related terms coupled with the current loop
control, it can be considered that the output values Δθpll, idref, and
iqref of the PLL and the voltage outer loop control remain
unchanged. Therefore,

ded
deq

[ ] � −kpi −ω0Lf

ω0Lf −kpi[ ] did
diq

[ ] + kii
idref − id
iqref − iq

[ ]dt + dud

duq
[ ]

+ kiiΔθpll
−iqref
idref

[ ]dt.
(21)

Furthermore, calculating the differential of the relevant terms
coupled with the PLL control, it is considered that idref and iqref are
unchanged. Therefore,

dkpi Δθpll
−iqref
idref

[ ]( ) � kpi
−iqref
idref

[ ]dΔθpll. (22)

It is assumed that the current loop and PLL control have
achieved steady state when calculating the differential of the
voltage outer loop control output, which yields the expression

kpi
didref
diqref

[ ] � kpi
−kpdcdudc + kidc udcref − udc( )dt

0
[ ], (23)

where kpdc and kidc represent the proportion and integral gains of
the voltage outer loop PI controller, respectively, and udcref denotes
the reference value of DC voltage, generally the fixed value,
dudcref� 0. The control objective for the q-axis current of the
GSC grid side converter in the PMSG is the unity power factor
control, and the reference value can be assumed to remain constant
during the transient process, thus leading to diqref� 0.

From the simultaneous Eqs 6, 21–23, we obtain

WTE1 � ω0Lf ∫ iddid + iqdiq( )+∫ iddeq − iqded( )
− kpi ∫ iddiq − iqdid( ) + kii ∫ idiqref − iqidref( )dt
+ kpi ∫ idrefid+iqrefiq( )dΔθpll + kii ∫Δθpll idrefid+iqrefiq( )dt
+ kpikpdc ∫ iqdudc − kpikidc ∫ iq udcref − udc( )dt.

(24)
Here, ω0Lf ∫(iddid + iqdiq) in the first item of Eq. (24)

represents the transient energy related to the filtering inductance,
which is less affected by control. ∫(iddeq − iqded) in the first item
represents the transient energy value of the measurement port,
which is mainly determined by the operating conditions of the
PMSG. The transient energy values of these two parts change
periodically in the SSO.

The other items are the transient energy items that are directly
affected by the control link. The second item of the expression is
the transient energy dominated by the current loop control. The
third item is the transient energy controlled by the PLL, and the
fourth item is the transient energy controlled by the DC voltage
outer loop.

The third item is the transient energy dominated by the PLL
control, whose positive and negative values mainly depend on the
PLL link, though the magnitude of the transient energy is still affected
by the current loop. The GSC of the PMSG uses a decoupling control
technique for the active and reactive power, which causes the d-axis
current to govern the output of active power and the q-axis current to
govern the output of reactive power: id ≫ iq and iqref ≈ 0. Therefore,∫(idiqref − iqidref)dt <0, and the transient energy provided by the
current loop is negative, which can be understood as the consumption
of transient energy. The fourth item is the transient energy dominated
by the voltage outer loop. Since the proportion coefficient of the current
loop is generally below one, the order of magnitude of transient energy
of this item is negligible.

By combining Eq. 16 and removing the transient energy
components ∫Poutω0dt, ω0Lf ∫(iddid + iqdiq), and ∫(iddeq −
iqded) dominated by the operating conditions, the transient
energy expression determined by the GSC control system can be
obtained as

WC � − kpi ∫ iddiq − iqdid( ) + kii ∫ idiqref − iqidref( )dt + kpi ∫ idrefid(
+ iqrefiq)dΔθpll + kii ∫Δθpll idrefid+iqrefiq( )dt+∫PoutdΔθpll

+ kpikpdc ∫ iqdudc − kpikidc ∫ iq udcref − udc( )dt. (25)

Therefore, the influence of the controls of the PLL, current
loop, and DC voltage outer loop of the GSC on the transient
energy characteristics of the PMSG is obtained. In the case of the
transient energy WC contributed by the control link being
positive, the transient energy input from the PMSG to the
system continuously increases during the transient process,
which exacerbates the SSO divergence. If the oscillation energy
WC contributed by the control link is negative, the transient
energy input from the PMSG to the system gradually converges
during the transient process, which suppresses the development
of SSO.
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5 Verification

In PSCAD/EMTDC, a simulation example system is built to
demonstrate the integration of a direct drive wind farm with a weak
AC power grid. The wind farm’s overall generating capacity is
900 MW (1.5 MW*600), and the terminal voltage of the PMSG is
0.69 kV. Furthermore, the power grid is connected after the voltage
rise (0.69 kV/220 kV). We set different operating conditions to
measure the transient energy and dissipated energy of the PMSG
and check the reliability of the PMSG’s transient energy model.
Parameters of the GSC of the PMSG are shown in Table 1.

5.1 Understanding the SSO characteristics of
the grid-connected wind power system
through transient energy

We set different oscillation types, viz., SSO divergence and SSO
convergence, to ascertain the accuracy and feasibility of the transient
energy model of the PMSG.

(1) Sub-synchronous divergence oscillation occurs in the grid-
connected wind power system

At an operational condition of 4 m/s, the AC grid’s equivalent
impedance changes, where the grid strength is reduced from SCR =
3.4 to 1.5 at t = 5s, thus causing divergent SSO in the example system.
The transient and dissipated energy of the PMSG are measured.

The upper half of Figure 6 indicates that the grid-connected
wind power system undergoes divergent SSO, and after reaching the
power limit, the PMSG’s output power exhibits equal amplitude
SSO. By calculating the transient and dissipated energy of the port of
the PMSG, the lower half of Figure 6 illustrates that the dissipated
energy of the PMSG increases as the power divergence progresses.
After the power reaches the limit, the dissipated energy increases
uniformly. Therefore, when SSO occurs in the grid-connected wind
power system, the total dissipated energy of the PMSG increases
continuously, and the PMSG provides energy for the SSO, thus
showing a negative damping characteristic.

(2) Sub-synchronous convergence oscillation occurs in the grid-
connected wind power system

At an operational condition of 7 m/s, the AC grid’s equivalent
impedance changes, where the grid strength is reduced from SCR =
3.4 to 1.5 at t = 5s, thus causing convergent SSO in the example
system. The transient and dissipated energy of the PMSG are
measured.

The upper half of Figure 7 shows that the grid-connected
wind power system undergoes SSO, and the output power of the
PMSG oscillates and converges. By calculating the dissipated
energy of the port of the PMSG, the lower half of Figure 7

TABLE 1 Parameters of the GSC of the PMSG.

Symbol Quantity Values

Sbase Rated output power of the wind turbine 1.5 MW

Vbase Rated voltage of the wind turbine 0.69 kV

fbase Rated frequency 50 Hz

Udcref DC voltage control reference value 1.15 kV

Cdc DC capacitor 0.09 F

(kpdc and kidc) DC voltage outer loop control parameters of the PMSG (10, 1,000)

(kppll and kipll) Phase-locked loop control parameters (2, 50)

(kpi and kii) AC current loop control parameters (0.2, 50)

FIGURE 6
Power waveform, transient energy, and dissipated energy
waveform of the PMSG under the divergent SSO in the system.
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illustrates that the dissipated energy of the PMSG is negative;
hence, the PMSG absorbs the energy of SSO, which results in a
positive damping effect on the SSO, which is consistent with the
result of gradual convergence of power oscillation, as shown in
the upper half of Figure 7.

As mentioned above, the dissipated energy of the PMSG can be
employed to gauge the damping level of the grid-connected wind
power system besides understanding the sub-synchronous
oscillation characteristics.

5.2 Understanding the impact of each PMSG
under different operating conditions on the
SSO characteristics of the system via
transient energy analysis

The direct drive wind farm connected to the weak power grid
faces SSO risk. Since there are differences in the operating conditions
of each sub-wind farm, their influence on the SSO characteristics can
also vary. Here, it is assumed that the operating conditions of the
PMSGs in each sub-wind farm are identical.

We divide the 600 PMSGs in the example system into two sub-
wind farms, each with 300 PMSGs. The operating condition of sub-
wind farm 1 is 4 m/s, and the operating condition of sub-wind farm
2 is 7 m/s. The transient energy and dissipated energy of the PMSGs
of two sub-wind farms are measured.

According to Figure 8, the direct drive wind farm with two sub-
wind farms with different operating conditions undergoes SSO. The
output power of both the sub-wind farms oscillates and diverges,
and the role of the two sub-wind farms in the process of SSO cannot
be analyzed through the power oscillation curve.

According to Figure 9, the PMSG of sub-wind farm 1 generates
dissipated energy, whereas the PMSG of sub-wind farm 2 absorbs
dissipated energy. The two sub-wind farms play different roles in the
process of SSO. The PMSG in sub-wind farm 1 generates more
dissipated energy than the PMSG in sub-wind farm 2 can absorb.
This leads to a net positive dissipated energy and a continuous
increase in the transient energy that ultimately results in system
instability.

Therefore, the corresponding manifestation mode of SSO is
power oscillation, which primarily depends on the energy exchange
between the wind farm and the power grid.

5.3 Influence of each control link of the GSC
of the PMSG on transient energy

The GSC parameters of the PMSG are provided in Table 1,
including the current inner loop’s proportional and integral
coefficients kpi and kii, set at 0.2 and 50, respectively. The PMSG
operates at 4 m/s and experiences divergent SSO when the
equivalent impedance of the power grid changes from SCR =
3.4 to 1.5 at t = 5s. The influence of each control link of the GSC
of the PMSG on transient energy is calculated and shown in
Figure 10. The power curve of the PMSG is shown in Figure 6.

According to Figure 10, the transient energy provided by the
current loop of the GSC of the PMSG is negative, thus exhibiting the
characteristic of reducing the transient energy of the PMSG, which is
beneficial for system stability. The transient energy provided by the
PLL control is positive, which shows the characteristics of generating
the transient energy and having a negative damping effect on the
SSO. Furthermore, its energy size exceeds the negative transient
energy provided by the current loop, which results in the total
transient energy exceeding zero, the transient energy output of the
PMSG increasing continuously, and the grid-connected wind power
system losing stability. The DC voltage outer loop control provides
negligible transient energy; hence, it has negligible impact on the
transient energy of the PMSG.

(1) The impact of the proportional coefficient of the current inner
loop on transient energy

We change the proportion coefficient (kpi = 0.2 increased to
0.23) and observe the changes in the transient energy caused by each
control link of the GSC, as shown in the lower half of Figure 11. The
power curve of the PMSG is detailed in the upper half of Figure 11.

According to Figure 11 and Figure 6, the simulation example
system undergoes sub-synchronous convergence oscillation under
the same disturbance. Increasing the proportion coefficient is
beneficial for system stability. According to Figure 11, the
transient energy provided by the current loop of the GSC
exceeds the transient energy provided by the PLL control in this
case, thus resulting in the total transient energy being below zero and
the power system ultimately remaining stable.

FIGURE 7
Power waveform, transient energy, and dissipated energy
waveform of the PMSG for the sub-synchronous convergence
oscillation in the system.
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(2) The influence of the integral coefficient of the current inner loop
on transient energy

We change the integral coefficient (kii = 50 decreased to 40) and
observe the changes in the transient energy caused by each control

link of the GSC, as shown in the lower half of Figure 12. The output
power curve of the PMSG is detailed in the upper half of Figure 12.

Comparing Figure 12 and Figure 6, the simulation example
system still undergoes sub-synchronous divergence oscillation
under the same disturbance, though the divergence speed slows
down. Decreasing the integral coefficient is beneficial for system
stability. According to Figure 12 and Figure 10, although the total
transient energy exceeds zero after decreasing the integral coefficient,
the absolute value of transient energy provided by the current loop
and PLL decreases, and the total oscillation energy decreases, besides
the damping level of the power system being enhanced.

Thus, the participation of the PMSG in the SSO is primarily
associated with the control of the GSC. The transient energy
dominated by each control link of the GSC is derived with the
support of simulation results.

In the process of SSO, the transient energy contributed by the PLL
is positive, which increases the transient energy of the PMSG and
easily leads to oscillation divergence. The transient energy contributed
by the current loop is negative, which decreases the transient energy of
the PMSG and is beneficial to the oscillation convergence.

Both the order of magnitude of the transient energy contributed
by the voltage outer loop and its effect on SSO are negligible.

FIGURE 8
Power waveform of sub-wind farm 1 and sub-wind farm 2.

FIGURE 9
Transient energy curve of sub-wind farm 1 and sub-wind farm 2.

FIGURE 10
Transient energy of each control link of the PMSG.
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For the GSC’s current loop parameters of the PMSG, increasing the
proportional coefficient and decreasing the integral coefficient can
reduce transient energy, which is beneficial for suppressing oscillations.

6 Conclusion

Starting from the physical essence, this article describes the
dynamic development process of SSO by employing the transient
energy and, based on that, constructs a method for analyzing SSO.
Focusing on the coupling effects between control links at different
time scales, the transient energy dominated by various control links is
derived, and the effects of the PLL, current inner loop, and voltage
outer loop on transient energy and oscillation characteristics are
analyzed. The results of the simulation demonstrate that the
transient energy analysis can provide valuable insights into the
SSO characteristics of the grid-connected wind power system, and
the impact of each PMSG under different operating conditions on the
sub-synchronous oscillation characteristics of the system can be
understood. In the control link of the GSC, the transient energy
contributed by the PLL and current loop plays a dominant role in the
transient energy characteristics, determining the characteristics
of SSO.

A striking number of PMSGs are typically present in a direct
drive wind farm, and there is mutual influence between PMSGs
during the process of SSO. The transient energy characteristic
analysis of the PMSG by considering the coupling relationship is
the focus of our future work.
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